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§What about fractions do kids need to 
know?



§Use pattern blocks to create a design that 
is ½ yellow.
§Let’s see what we notice.



§Half in volume? Area? Or number?



§What would happen if you duplicated 
your design?
§Would the fraction(s) change?



§Different representations of fractions 
reveal different things about them.

§For example, what do each of these 
pictures show you about 3/4?











§Why is 2/3 of 12 = 8?



§You say the parts have to be equal?
§Is 1/3 red?





§Is this 4/3 or 2/3?



§Instead of pre-divided fractions, we need 
to ask, e.g. about what fraction is red?



§Students should create their own models, 
BUT…. not to compare close fractions or 
to add and subtract.



§If this triangle is 1/3, what could the 
whole look like?



§What fraction represents each part of the 
area of this whole?



§Why might 2/3 actually be less than 1/3?



§Why is it super easy to compare 3/95 and 
8/9 without doing any work?



§What do you see?





§Why is 3/5 = 6/10?









§Is this true or not?
§If a fraction has a greater numerator and 
denominator than a second one, it is a 
greater fraction.



§Is this true or not?
§If a fraction’s numerator and denominator 
are closer than for a second fraction, it is 
a greater fraction.



§How far apart can the numerator and 
denominator of fractions equivalent to 
3/5 be? Why?



§It makes sense that 2 fifths + 3 fifths = 5 
fifths.
§But it’s hard to know what 2 fifths + 3 
fourths is.



§Many of you think of 1/4 + 3/5 by using 
25% + 60%.
§Here is an “analogy”



• 1/4 of an hour is 15 minutes.
• 3/5 of an hour is 36 minutes.
• The total is 51 minutes, which is 51/60 
hours (or 17/20).



• A number that is easy to take 4ths and 
5ths of is 40, so:
• 1/4 of 40 is 10.
• 3/5 of 40 is 24. 
• The total is 34 and 34/40 = 17/20.
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§How might you figure out 2/3 – 1/4 using 
a grid?
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§How does this picture help you see why 
1/2 ÷ 1/5 = 5/2?



§How do we decide km/h if we know we 
drive 120 km in 2 hours?
§We divide.
§So 1/2 ÷ 2/3 asks how much you can do 
in an hour if you can do 1/2 of something 
in 2/3 of an hour.
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1/4

½ x ½ x 3=
½ x 3/2



§Use square tiles.
§Make a design that is almost ½red.



§Make a pattern block design that is 2/3 
red in area.  What fraction of the blocks 
are red?
§Why is it or is it not 2/3?



§Make a pattern block design that is 1/2 
green and 1/5 blue.



§Make a pattern block design that is 
almost 2/3 yellow in area.



§What fractions do you see?



§You add two fractions and the result has a 
denominator of 12.
§What denominators might the fraction 
you added have had?



§You multiply two fractions and the result 
is greater than one of them, but less than 
the other.
§What fractions might you have 
multiplied?



§You divide two fractions and the result is 
almost, but not quite, 1.
§What fractions might you have divided?
§What if you divided them in the other 
order?



§Did you want to raise some fraction 
questions?



§www.onetwoinfinity.ca
§Recent presentations
§waterlooji


